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Abstract

Reconstructing interacting hands from a single RGB im-
age is a very challenging task. On the one hand, severe mu-
tual occlusion and similar local appearance between two
hands confuse the extraction of visual features, resulting in
the misalignment of estimated hand meshes and the image.
On the other hand, there are complex spatial relationship
between interacting hands, which significantly increases the
solution space of hand poses and increases the difficulty of
network learning. In this paper, we propose a decoupled
iterative refinement framework to achieve pixel-alignment
hand reconstruction while efficiently modeling the spatial
relationship between hands. Specifically, we define two fea-
ture spaces with different characteristics, namely 2D visual
feature space and 3D joint feature space. First, we obtain
joint-wise features from the visual feature map and utilize
a graph convolution network and a transformer to perform
intra- and inter-hand information interaction in the 3D joint
feature space, respectively. Then, we project the joint fea-
tures with global information back into the 2D visual fea-
ture space in an obfuscation-free manner and utilize the
2D convolution for pixel-wise enhancement. By performing
multiple alternate enhancements in the two feature spaces,
our method can achieve an accurate and robust reconstruc-
tion of interacting hands. Our method outperforms all ex-
isting two-hand reconstruction methods by a large margin
on the InterHand2.6M dataset.

1. Introduction

3D hand reconstruction plays an important role in many
applications, such as virtual reality (VR), augmented re-
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Figure 1. Decoupled Iterative Refinement. Our method extracts
the visual feature map from the input RGB image, then iteratively
performs visual feature refinement and joint feature interaction in
a decoupled manner, and finally uses the enhanced joint feature for
interacting hands reconstruction.

ality (AR), robotics, etc. With the emergence of large-
scale datasets and deep learning, single-hand pose estima-
tion and reconstruction [50, 18, 53, 34, 52, 40, 63, 6, 36,
19, 5, 59, 64, 1, 22, 46, 2, 33, 32, 9, 7, 8] have made
significant progress in the past few years. Furthermore,
since two hands can express richer semantics and imple-
ment more complex operations, interacting two-hand recon-
struction has received a lot of attention recently. Previous
work usually relies on depth cameras [3, 38, 23, 49, 37] or
multi-camera systems [45], which greatly limits the appli-
cation scenarios of these methods. In this paper, we focus
on reconstructing interacting hands from the widely avail-
able RGB image.

Compared to the single-hand reconstruction task, recon-
structing the interacting hands from a single RGB image
is more challenging and far from being solved. On the one
hand, severe mutual occlusion between interacting hands re-
sults in a large amount of hand area being unobservable. At
the same time, the self-similar appearance brings severe am-
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biguity and confusion to the extraction of visual representa-
tions. Thus, self-occlusion and self-similarity tend to cause
misalignment between the estimated hand meshes and the
input image. On the other hand, the interacting hands have
complex spatial relationships, and the dramatic increase in
the degrees of freedom of the pose solution brings difficul-
ties to the optimization of the network.

Some methods attempt to alleviate the interference of
self-occlusion and similar appearance by utilizing some vi-
sual cues such as heatmaps [57], joint-visibility [20], and
part-segmentation [13]. Nonetheless, these methods ignore
the tight dependency between interacting hands. In order to
better capture the spatial relationship between hands, Ham-
pali et al. [16] extract redundant node features from the
visual feature map and use a transformer to perform mes-
sage passing between nodes of two hands. However, their
method requires an additional association process to deter-
mine the relationship between the redundant node and the
joints, which increases the difficulty of network optimiza-
tion. Li et al. [24] propose to perform dense interaction
between the hand vertices, so as to model the spatial rela-
tionship between the hands. At the same time, they perform
dense interaction between the hand vertices and pixel fea-
tures, so as to achieve image-mesh alignment. However,
attention-based dense interactions are computationally ex-
pensive and suffer from the risk of overfitting.

In this paper, we decouple the difficult two-handed re-
construction task into a spatial relationship modeling prob-
lem and a pixel-level alignment problem, which can be han-
dled in a simple but efficient way in specialized spaces, re-
spectively. As shown in Fig 1, our method explicitly de-
fines two feature spaces, 2D visual feature space and 3D
joint feature space. In 3D joint feature space, we represent
hand information by compact joint features. We adopt a
Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [60] and a transformer
[61] to model the intra- and inter-relationships of two hands,
respectively. In 2D visual feature space, we adopt the vi-
sual feature map to represent two hands information and
enhance local visual features by fusing joint features in
an obfuscation-free way. We communicate the two spaces
through an unambiguous 2D-3D coordinate projection re-
lationship. Performing long-range relational modeling in
joint feature space is computationally friendly. It can take
advantage of skeletal structure information, which reduces
the difficulty of network optimization. At the same time,
joint features with global information can provide strong
disambiguation clues for local visual features, alleviating
the information loss caused by self-occlusion and the ambi-
guity caused by self-similarity.

Experiments show that our method significantly out-
performs State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) methods on the In-
terHand2.6M dataset [24]. At the same time, we also
show qualitative images and videos (see supplementary

material) of our method on multiple in-the-wild samples
[51, 54, 4, 44], from which we can observe that our method
has a strong generalization ability. Code is available at:
https://github.com/PengfeiRen96/DIR.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a decoupled iterative refinement frame-
work for reconstructing interacting hands. Our method
achieves pixel-level mesh-image alignment while effi-
ciently modeling the spatial relationship of the hands.

• We model the spatial relationship of two hands through
compact and semantically explicit joint nodes, which
is computationally friendly and can utilize the priors
of hand bone structure.

• We propose an obfuscation-free way to project joint
features into visual feature space, which alleviates the
ambiguity caused by self-similarity and the absence of
visual cues caused by self-occlusion.

• Our method outperforms recent SOTA methods by a
large margin and shows a strong generalization ability
for the in-the-wild images.

2. Related Works
2.1. Single Hand Reconstruction

Early single-hand reconstruction work relied on depth
data [18, 53, 34, 50, 52, 40], but with the emergence of
large-scale datasets and the development of deep learning,
RGB-based hand reconstruction has made great progress.
Pioneering RGB-based work focus on only estimating hand
pose from input [63, 47, 19, 6]. With the proposal of para-
metric hand models, some work [62, 59, 5, 31, 21] at-
tempt to reconstruct hands directly from RGB images using
MANO models. However, it is challenging to predict the
parameters of the hand model from a single RGB image,
which leads to difficulties in network optimization and is
prone to mesh-image misalignment [48]. To alleviate these
problems, some works propose to use GCN [14, 22, 11] or
transformer [26, 25, 10] to directly estimate the coordinates
of the vertices of the hand mesh. However, reconstructing
the hand without prior knowledge can easily lead to the col-
lapse of the predicted mesh, even if these methods adopt
some constraint terms to keep the generated mesh smooth.
Therefore, in order to keep the estimated hand model rea-
sonable, we adopt a parametric hand model and alleviate
the mesh-image misalignment through the iterative 3D spa-
tial relationship modeling and the 2D feature enhancement.

2.2. Interacting Hand Reconstruction

Interacting hand reconstruction is a very challenging
problem. Some pioneering work [3, 38, 23] fit a paramet-
ric hand model with observed depth data by optimizing an
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energy function. These methods tend to be trapped in lo-
cal optima and are computationally expensive. A common
approach is to train a deep neural network to predict some
visual cues, such as segmentation[49, 37], pixel-mesh cor-
respondence map [37, 54] or the dense relative depth map
of the interacting hands [54], to reduce the search space
of hand poses and the optimization difficulty of the en-
ergy function. However, this hybrid approach cannot be
trained in an end-to-end manner and the optimization pro-
cess may still fall into local minima. Recently, Smith et al.
[45] propose a multi-view camera system, which can recon-
struct high-fidelity interacting hand motions. However, this
method requires custom-built dedicated hardware and the
algorithm is time-consuming.

In recent years, with the proposal of the large-scale inter-
acting hand dataset InterHand2.6M [35], great progress has
been made in single RGB-based 3D interacting hands re-
construction. Moon et al. [35] extend the single-hand pose
estimation method to the two-hand interacting scenario,
which predicts the 2.5D heatmap of the two hands simulta-
neously. Some works improve the accuracy of the interact-
ing hand estimation by incorporating some visual cues such
as joint-visibility [20] and part-segmentation [13]. Rong et
al. [43] propose a two-stage framework to alleviate the col-
lision problem between the hands. In order to reduce the
mutual interference between interacting hands, Zhang et al.
[57] propose to use heatmaps to make the network focus on
specific regions, and Meng et al. [30] adopt an erase mech-
anism to convert the two-hand image into two single-hand
images. However, these methods do not adequately model
the dependencies between the two hands. Hampali et al.
[16] adopt the transformer to model the interaction between
two hands, which is robust but still hard to mitigate mis-
alignment between the estimated hand pose and the image.
Li et al. [24] progressively enhance mesh vertex features
with image features while performing information interac-
tion between two-hand meshes, which is helpful for mesh-
image alignment. However, performing dense mesh-mesh
and mesh-images interactions is computationally complex
and prone to overfitting.

2.3. Pixel-level Alignment

Estimating pixel-aligned 3D mesh directly from a single
RGB image is quite challenging, either by estimating para-
metric models or by directly predicting mesh vertex coor-
dinates. Wang et al. [55] and Wen et al. [56] propose to
use the camera intrinsic matrix to obtain the perceptual fea-
tures of each 3D mesh vertex from the 2D image features
according to the 3D-2D coordinate relationship. Further,
Zhang et al. [58] and Tang et al. [48] extend this strategy
to extract human body mesh and hand mesh features from
visual features, respectively, in order to obtain a more accu-
rate mesh-image alignment. In addition to sampling mesh

features using coordinate relations, another way [26, 24] is
to use a transformer to perform densely interaction between
image features and vertex features. However, this method is
computationally expensive and relatively sensitive to self-
occlusion (the correctness of the interaction relationship is
affected by the quality of the feature itself). In particular,
the above two methods only perform feature enhancement
in the 3D vertex space, ignoring the role of the 2D feature
space. Specifically, the local receptive field mechanism of
2D convolution operation provides intrinsic inductive bias,
which can efficiently and effectively utilize local features
for pixel-level refinement. Our method projects joint fea-
tures with global information back into the 2D visual feature
space, which further provides strong cues for 2D convolu-
tion to achieve more accurate pixel-level alignment.

3. Method

In this paper, we propose a decoupled iterative refine-
ment module for interacting two-hand reconstruction from
a single RGB image. As shown in Fig. 2, we adopt an
encoding-decoding network structure. The encoder extracts
multi-scale visual features from the input image, and uses
global features to estimate the initial hand meshes and the
relative offset of two hands. Then, the decoder progres-
sively enhance the visual feature maps and refine the hand
meshes and the relative offset. During the decoding process,
we iteratively perform two-hands spatial relationship mod-
eling and visual feature refinement in a decoupled manner.

3.1. Encoder and Initial Estimation

We adopt a ResNet-50 [17] pretrained on ImageNet
[12] as the encoder, from which we can obtain multi-
scale visual features {Fn ∈ RCn×Hn×Wn}n=N−1

n=0 , where
N,Cn, Hn,Wn represent the number of visual feature
scales, the channel dimension, height and width of the n-
th feature map respectively. In general, direct regression of
vertex coordinates can achieve higher accuracy mesh pre-
diction [48, 26, 14, 22]. However, this method is prone to
generate collapsed and unreasonable hand mesh, so the ro-
bustness is relatively poor. Therefore, we use the global
features extracted by the encoder to regress the parameters
of a parameterized hand model MANO [42] directly and
then improve the accuracy of the initial meshes through sub-
sequent iterative refinement. In particular, the two hands
should have their own unique features, so we adopt a sim-
ple and lightweight attention module to separate the features
of the two hands from the highest-level image feature map
FN−1. Taking the left hand as an example, the left hand
global feature Gleft ∈ RCN−1 can be obtained by an atten-
tion map Aleft ∈ R1×HN−1×WN−1 as follow:

Aleft = Sigmoid (Convleft (FN−1)) , (1)
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Figure 2. Our framework. We utilize the global features extracted by the encoder to predict the initial hand meshes and the relative offset
of the hands. Then, the decoder gradually fuses the multi-scale visual feature maps from the encoder and refines the hand meshes and the
relative offset. ‘SA’ and ‘GAP’ represent spatial attention and global average pooling, respectively. ‘FS’ and ‘MFP’ represent joint-wise
feature sampling and multi-plane feature projecting, respectively. ‘TF’ represents a multi-layer transformer. In particular, since our method
limits the resolution of feature maps to a maximum of 32×32 during decoding, we only need to adopt the upsampling in the first refinement
stage. In addition, for feature maps from the encoder with a resolution greater than 32×32, we change its resolution by downsampling.

Gleft = AvgPool (Aleft ∗ FN−1) . (2)

Then, we estimate model parameters (θleft ∈ R62 and
θright ∈ R62) and weak perspective camera parameters
(Pleft ∈ R3 and Pright ∈ R3) of the two hands from
Gleft and Gright through Fully Connected (FC) layers, re-
spectively. At the same time, we predict the relative offset
O ∈ R3 of the two hands from the features FN−1 through
a 2D average pooling and a FC layer.

3.2. Decoder and Iterative Refinement

Modeling the 3D spatial relationship of the two hands
and aligning the estimated mesh with the observed 2D im-
age are two major challenges for interacting hands recon-
struction. We address these two problems in the 2D image
feature space and 3D joint feature space, respectively, in a
decoupled manner. In a single refinement stage, first, we
extract joint features from the 2D image feature map ac-
cording to the 3D-to-2D coordinate relationship. Then, in
the 3D joint feature space, we perform intra- and inter-hand
information interaction to capture the complex spatial de-
pendencies between two hand joints. Finally, we project the
joint-wise features with global context information back to
the 2D image space in an unobfuscated way, which provides
strong disambiguation clues for local visual features refine-
ment. In particular, we take a total of T refinement stages.

3.2.1 Constructing Joint Feature

For the t-th refinement stage, given the feature map from
the previous decoding layer and the skipped image fea-
ture map FN−t−2 from the corresponding encoder layer,
we concatenate them together and obtain the fused feature
map Ffusion by a 1×1 convolution layer. Then, similar
to [48, 58, 55, 39, 31], we obtain joint-wise visual fea-
ture Jvisual ∈ RC×J from Ffusion via a 3D-to-2D coor-
dinate projection and a bilinear interpolation around each
projected joint coordinate, where J,C represent the joint
number and channel dimension of the joint feature. The 3D
hand joint coordinates are obtained from the 3D hand mesh
predicted in the previous stage. In particular, the projec-
tion here is determined by the estimated weak perspective
camera, so our method does not require camera intrinsics.
In addition, we encode the estimated joint coordinates into
coordinate features Jcoord ∈ RC×J through a FC layer.
With the joint-wise visual feature and coordinate features,
we can obtain the initial joint features J = Jcoord+Jvisual.
We perform joint feature extraction for two hands indepen-
dently. In particular, we use the predicted relative offset
O to move the left-hand and right-hand coordinates in the
same 3D space.

3.2.2 Modeling Spatial Relationship in 3D Space

For the 3D spatial relationships, our method mainly focuses
on two parts, one is the joint dependencies of a single hand,
and the other is the spatial context relationships between
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two hands. First, there are explicit dependencies between
the joints of a single hand. Utilizing the intrinsic depen-
dency of the hand structure to perform information inter-
action between joints can reduce the difficulty of network
optimization and alleviate the interference of low-quality
features. For example, when a joint lacks explicit visual
cues due to occlusion, we can infer its location based on its
related joints such as its parent and child joints. Therefore,
we utilize a GCN [60] to perform intra-information inter-
action between the joint nodes of a single hand based on
the skeletal structure. Meanwhile, for the tightly interacting
hands, there are more complex and flexible spatial relation-
ships between the joints of the two hands. Therefore, we
adopt a multi-layer transformer [61] to model the relation-
ship between two-hand joints. By using the GCN and the
transformer for information interaction, we can obtain en-
hanced joint features J̃ ∈ RC×J with global information,
which are used for MANO parameter prediction and subse-
quent visual feature enhancement.

Joint nodes have clear semantics, which can take advan-
tage of hand bone structure during interaction and reduces
the optimization difficulty of the network. Compared with
using redundant nodes to model the two-hand relationship
[16], our method can avoid the extra node-to-joint assign-
ment. Compared with performing information interaction
between the mesh vertices of two hands [24], our method is
computationally efficient and can avoid overfitting.

3.2.3 Enhancing Visual Feature in 2D Space

Benefiting from the local receptive field mechanism and
intrinsic inductive bias, 2D convolution can capture local
structures efficiently and effectively. However, convolu-
tion operations are difficult to model long-range relation-
ships, even when stacking multiple convolutional layers
[29]. Therefore, 2D visual features are susceptible to self-
occlusion or self-similar appearance interference. To allevi-
ate this problem, we project joint features with global infor-
mation back to 2D image features, which can provide strong
disambiguation clues to local visual features. Furthermore,
in order to prevent feature confusion when different joint
features are projected back to the same or near pixel posi-
tions, we propose a Multi-plane Feature Projecting (MFP)
mechanism. Specifically, we independently project each
joint feature to a feature map Mj ∈ RC×H×W and then
concatenate 2J feature maps as the final projected feature
map M ∈ R(2J×C)×H×W . Previous work [24, 48, 58, 55]
focusing on mesh-image alignment only extracts vertex fea-
tures unidirectionally from 2D image features and performs
refinement in 3D mesh space. These methods do not en-
hance visual features and ignore the role of pixel-level re-
finement.

3.3. Loss Functions

The loss function consists of three parts, including a
MANO loss, an offset loss, and a pixel-wise loss.

MANO Loss. We supervise the hand joints and meshes
predicted by the network. Similar to previous methods [24],
we supervise the root-relative 3D joint coordinates C3D,
2D joint coordinates C2D, 3D coordinates of mesh vertices
V3D, and 2D coordinates of mesh vertices V2D as follows:

Ljoint =

T−1∑
i=0

J−1∑
j=0

L1
(
C3D

i,j ,C
3D,gt
i,j

)
+L1

(
C2D

i,j ,C
2D,gt
i,j

)
,

(3)

Lmesh =

T−1∑
i=0

V−1∑
j=0

L1
(
V3D

i,j ,V
3D,gt
i,j

)
+L1

(
V2D

i,j ,V
2D,gt
i,j

)
,

(4)
where L1 represents the smooth L1 loss [15, 41]; T, J, V
represents the number of iterative refinements, the num-
ber of joints and the number of mesh vertices, respectively.
Besides, similar to previous methods [24, 48, 32], we also
adopt a normal consistency loss and an edge length consis-
tency to maintain the smoothness of the estimated mesh.

Offset Loss. Accurately estimating the offset between
the two hands is important for modeling the spatial rela-
tionship of the hands. Therefore, we supervise the offsets
of the joints of two hands.

Loffset =

T−1∑
i=0

L1(Oi,O
gt
i ) (5)

Pixel-wise Loss. Similar to [58], we utilize auxiliary
tasks for pixel-level supervision, enhancing the reliability
of visual features. Specifically, we predict two-hand seg-
mentation and dense correspondence maps [24, 37, 54], and
supervise them with mean square error (MSE) loss.

4. Experiment
4.1. Implementation Details

We train and evaluate our method on a single server with
an NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPU. The network is im-
plemented within PyTorch. We train our network using the
AdamW [28] optimizer with an initial learning rate of 3e-4
and a cosine decay learning rate schedule [27]. The whole
training process takes 50 epochs with a batch size of 64.
We perform data augmentation including random rotation,
random scaling, random translation, random horizontal flip-
ping and motion blur. We crop out the hand region based on
the 2D coordinates of the hand vertices and resize it to 256
× 256. More details about network structure and training
details are provided in the supplementary material.
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ID IR GCN TF SFP MHP MFP MPJPE MPVPE MIAA
1 12.44 12.11 7.41
2

√
11.30 11.03 6.60

3 √
√

10.94 10.75 6.42
4

√
10.98 10.80 6.45

5
√ √

10.73 10.53 6.31
6 √

ALL

√
10.68 10.45 6.27

7
√

10.65 10.44 6.27
8

√
10.49 10.26 6.18

Table 1. We report the MPJPE (mm), MPVPE (mm) and MIAA
(pixel) on InterHand2.6M dataset. ‘AM’ represents using attention
map to split features of the left and right hands. ‘IR’ stands for
adopt iterative refinement. ‘SFP’ and ‘MHP’ represent the single-
plane feature projection and the multi-plane heatmap projection.

4.2. Datasets

InterHand2.6M. We majorly conduct experiments on
InterHand2.6M [35], which provides multi-view RGB im-
ages with two-hand mesh and joint 3D annotation. Instead
of using multi-view information, we treat all images as
single-view images. This dataset is very challenging, it con-
tains complex two-hand interaction poses and covers large-
scale perspective changes. Following the practice of [24],
we use the 5 FPS version of the released data and only use
the interacting two-hand data. Specifically, it consists of
366K training images and 261K testing images.

In-the-wild Datasets. We conduct qualitative experi-
ments on RGB2Hands dataset [54], EgoHands dataset [4],
100DOH dataset [44] and the dataset proposed by Tzionas
et al. [51]. These datasets have complex interacting hand
samples, diverse backgrounds, realistic lighting conditions
and varying image quality, which can provide a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the generalization ability of our approach.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics

First, we adopt Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE)
and Mean Per Vertex Position Error (MPVPE) to measure
the accuracy of the pose and shape of the estimated hand
meshes. For a fair comparison, we follow the previous work
[35, 16] that use the wrist as root to perform joint alignment
and scale the prediction according to the ground-truth bone
length when evaluating. In particular, in qualitative experi-
ments, we do not perform root joint alignment and scaling.
second, we adopt the Mean Relative-Root Position Error
(MRRPE) to evaluate the root-relative the translation be-
tween the hands. Third, to evaluate the Mesh-image Align-
ment Accuracy (MIAA), we calculates the 2D distance in
image pixels between the projected ground truth vertices
and the predicted vertices. In addition, we report the Per-
centage of Correct Keypoints (PCK) and Area Under the
Curve (AUC) between 0 and 50 millimeters.

Input w/o SR w/o SR Full ModelFull Model

Figure 3. Qualitative ablation study. ‘w/o SR’ means removing the
GCN and the transformer from our full model. In addition to the
mesh that overlaps the input image, we also show the estimated
two-hand mesh from the other viewpoint.

4.4. Ablation Study

Basic Network. In this section, we experiment with dif-
ferent ways of predicting initial MANO parameters. Here,
our network does not adopt iterative refinements or de-
coders. As shown in Table 1, the basic method (ID 1) re-
gresses the MANO parameters and the relative offset di-
rectly, which performs poorly. Similar to [58], we extract
pixel-aligned features from visual features based on joint
coordinates and perform two iterations of correction (ID 2),
which can significantly improve the performance of the net-
work. In subsequent experiments, we adopt two refinement
stages, by default.

Modeling Spatial Relationships In this section, we
evaluate the impact of modeling intra- and inter-hand re-
lationships on performance. Compared with not modeling
any spatial relationship (ID 2), either using GCN (ID 3) for
information interaction between single-hand joints or using
a transformer (ID 4) for spatial relationships modeling be-
tween two-hand joints can bring a significant performance
improvement. Furthermore, using GCN and transformer at
the same time (ID 5) can achieve the best performance.

In Fig. 3, we show the importance of Spatial Relation-
ship (SR) modeling between hands. On the one hand, aban-
doning spatial interactions of the two hands leads to severe
intersections and collisions, especially for invisible parts
(row1). On the other hand, for the samples with visible in-
teraction regions but complex interaction pose, abandoning
two-hand information interaction also leads to the wrong
spatial relationship between interacting joints (row2).

Joint Feature Projection Joint features with global in-
formation can provide strong disambiguation cues for local
visual features. First, if all joint features are projected into
a single plane (ID 6), the features of different joints will be
confused, so the performance also drops to a certain extent
compared with ID 8. Converting the joint coordinates into
multiple heatmaps (ID 7) avoids the confusion of different
joints, but the information passed to the visual features is
limited (only position information), so the performance is

8019



Input w/o MFP Full Model

Input w/o MFP Full Model Input w/o MFP Full Model

Figure 4. Qualitative Ablation study. ‘w/o MFP’ means removing
the MFP process from our full model.

94871

33225

Input Initial Stage 1 Stage 2

Figure 5. From left to right, we show that the initial hand meshes
are gradually corrected. A more accurate spatial relationship mod-
eling can provide stronger disambiguation cues for 2D feature re-
finement in 2D visual space; better 2D visual features help to con-
struct more representative joint nodes in 3D joint space.

not good enough. Adopting MFP (ID 8) not only avoids
feature confusion but also preserves the information of node
features well, which achieves the best performance.

In Fig. 4, we show the effect of MFP. First, we observe
that adopting MFP can alleviate the ambiguity caused by the
self-similarity between hands (row1), which indicates that
the projected two-hand information provides strong disam-
biguation cues for local visual features. Second, when there
is severe slef-occlusion between hands, the projected infor-
mation can enhance the local visual feature of unobservable
regions, significantly improving the robustness of the esti-
mation for the occluded hand (row2). We also observe that
adopting MFP can help the network to focus on some areas
that are easily ignored, such as dark regions (row3).

Iterative Refinement In this section, we explore the ef-
fect of the number of refinement stages on the performance.
With one, two, and three refinement stages, MPJPE can
reach 10.95 mm, 10.49 mm, and 10.44 mm, respectively,
which are about 12.0%, 15.7%, and 16.1% higher than the

Method MPJPE MPVPE MIAA MRRPE
InterNet [35] 14.42 - - 30.08
InterShape [57] 12.54 12.26 7.40 -
KPT [16] 12.42 - - 29.17
IntagHand [24] 12.40 12.09 7.11 30.40
Ours 10.49 10.26 6.18 28.98

Table 2. We report MPJPE (mm), MPVPE (mm), MIAA (pixel)
and MRRPE (mm) on InterHand2.6M.
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Figure 6. Comparison with SOTA methods on InterHand2.6M.

initial estimation. A better balance of speed and accuracy
can be achieved with two-stage refinement (31 FPS), while
higher performance can be achieved with three-stage refine-
ment (23 FPS). As shown in Fig 5, our method can effec-
tively correct initial estimates with misaligned meshes or
wrong spatial relationships between hands.

4.5. Comparisons with State-of-the-arts

We compare our method SOTA two-hand reconstruction
methods, including InterNet [35], InterShape [57], Intag-
Hand [24] and KeyPoint Transformer (KPT) [24]. For the
fairness of comparison, we re-evaluate these methods in the
same way, that is, using the ground-truth of wrist joint for
hand alignment and scaling the estimated results according
to the ratio of the predicted bone length to the ground-truth
bone length. In particular, we evaluate these methods using
their released source code and model weights. As shown in
Table 3, our method significantly outperforms all two-hand
reconstruction methods. First, compared with SOTA two-
hand estimation method IntagHand [24], our method im-
proves by 15.40% (10.49 mm vs. 12.40 mm) and 15.14%
(10.26 mm vs. 12.09 mm) in MPJPE and MPVPE. Second,
since our method explicitly models the two hand spatial re-
lations in the 3D joint feature space, our method shows a
significant advantage in MRRPE. Third, our method ex-
hibits better pixel-aligned properties, achieving the lowest
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Method
MPJPE
(MS)

MPVPE
(MS)

MPJPE
(M)

MPVPE
(M)

InterNet [35] 12.79 - 12.94 -
KPT [16] 9.17 - 9.61 -
InterShape [57] 8.88 9.15 10.51 10.95
IntagHand [24] 8.79 9.03 10.14 10.59
Ours 7.51 7.72 8.70 9.06

Table 3. We report MPJPE-MS (mm), MPVPE-MS (mm),
MPJPE-M (mm), MPVPE-M (mm) on InterHand2.6M.

MIAA. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6, our method outper-
forms previous methods at almost all error thresholds and
has the highest AUC.

Meanwhile, we report MPJPE and MPVPE using the
middle finger MCP joint for alignment while using scal-
ing (the evaluation method is the same as IntagHand [24]),
called MPJPE-MS and MPVPE-MS, respectively. We also
report MPJPE and MPVPE using MCP alignment with-
out scaling, referred to as MPJPE-M and MPVPE-M, re-
spectively. As shown in Table 3, evaluating with differ-
ent settings can lead to significantly different performances.
For example, using the middle finger MCP joint alignment
can significantly improve the performance of the network.
However, regardless of the evaluation strategy, our method
outperforms SOTA methods by a large margin under all
metrics.

In addition, we adopt Interpenetration Volume (IV) to
measure the degree of collision between two hands. IV is
obtained by voxelising the hand model using a voxel size of
0.5 cm. Compared with previous SOTA method IntagHand
[24], without explicitly modeling the collision between the
hands, our method has a lower IV (4.14 cm3 Vs. 4.37 cm3).
This shows that our method better models the spatial rela-
tionship between hands.

4.6. Qualitative Results

We present the qualitative results of our method on the
Interhand2.6M in Fig. 7. Compared with IntagHand [24],
our method can avoid the collapse of the estimated mesh
(row 1, row 2); without an explicitly collision constraint,
our method can better avoid unreasonable intersections be-
tween hands (row 3, row 4). This shows that the joint-based
information interaction can help our model capture the spa-
tial relationship between the joints. Meanwhile, our method
achieves better mesh-image alignment (row 2, row 3). In
particular, when a hand is almost completely occluded (row
5), our method can also infer the pose of the occluded hand
based on fine-grained visual cues and global information.
We provide a comparison with IntagHand on live video in
the supplementary material.

We also show some failure examples of our method on
the Interhand2.6M. As shown in Fig. 8, for cases with

Input IntagHand Ours IntagHand Ours GT

Figure 7. Qualitative results of IntagHand [24] and our method on
InterHand2.6M dataset. Left: frontal view to evaluate the align-
ment accuracy; Right: another view to observe the plausibility of
the estimated two hand meshes.

201019

184655

180031

170733

25124

62477

Input Ours 
Overlap

Ours
Alternative view GT

Figure 8. Failure examples on InterHand2.6M [35]. We highlight
the region where the reconstruction is wrong with a yellow circle.
‘GT’ means the ground truth.

severe self-occlusion and fine-grained interactions (row1),
our method does not achieve accurate mesh-image align-
ment and has a wrong understanding of the two-hand rela-
tionship. Second, for examples with severe self-occlusion,
when the target joint has few observable pixels (row2) or
the observable region is dark (row3), our method cannot re-
construct the corresponding region accurately. In conclu-
sion, our method may fail when multiple conditions such
as self-occlusion, tight interaction, blurring or shadowing
occur simultaneously or in combination.

Similar to [24, 57], we also demonstrate the general-
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Figure 9. Qualitative results on in-the-wild images. Each row from top to bottom corresponds to RGB2Hands dataset[54], the dataset
proposed by Tzionas et al. [51], EgoHands dataset [4] and 100DOH dataset [44]. In each part, the left is the input image, the middle is the
result of IntagHand [24], and the right is the result predicted by our method.

ization ability of our method on in-the-wild images. It is
worth mentioning that we only use InterHand2.6M dataset
for training without any additional pre-training on synthetic
hand datasets or fine-tuning on other hand datasets. As
shown in Fig. 9, our method has a strong generalization
ability for different viewpoints such as third or egocentric
viewpoints. At the same time, as shown in the third row
and the last row, our method is more robust to different
backgrounds and lighting conditions. Since our method is
able to enhance visual features with global information, our
method is also relatively robust to object perturbations. In
particular, compared with IntagHand [24], which has strong
generalization ability, our method also shows obvious ad-
vantages, especially in that our method can better maintain
hand structure. We present more qualitative results in the
supplementary material.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the decoupled iterative refine-

ment framework to reconstruct interacting hands from a sin-
gle RGB image. In order to efficiently model the spatial de-
pendencies between the two hands, we adopt the GCN and
the transformer to perform intra- and inter-hand information
interaction in the 3D joint feature space. To achieve bet-
ter alignment of the estimated mesh and observed images,
we project the joint features with global information into
the visual feature space in a confusion-free manner, which
provides strong disambiguation cues for visual features, al-
leviating self-occlusion and self-similarity problems. Ab-

lation experiments demonstrate that the decoupled iterative
refinement can effectively solve two major challenges in in-
teracting hands reconstruction, namely, modeling the com-
plex hands spatial relationships and visual feature decon-
fusion. Quantitative experiments on InterHand2.6M show
that our method outperforms the previous SOTA by a large
margin. Meanwhile, experiments on in-the-wild images
demonstrate that our method has a strong generalization
ability.

Limitation and Future Work. Our method does not
explicitly model collisions between hands, so even with
the intra- and inter-hand relationships modeling, intersec-
tions between hands still occur, in some cases. Besides, our
method does not fully utilize the estimated 3D mesh infor-
mation. Mesh information may helpful for a fine-grained
understanding of the relationship between hands. Finally,
to achieve finer-grained mesh-image alignment, highfidelity
parametric hand models may be beneficial.
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